
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WHY PEOPLE VISIT AND BUY AT SHOPPING MALLS? 

As the festive season is approaching and everyone is in a bubbly mood, landlords and retailers are 

getting ready for a busy shopping period!  

With a tremendous choice of shopping destinations in the UAE and the noticeable increase in 

online shopping in the region, it is essential for marketers to understand shoppers’ drivers and 
barriers with regards to 
visiting and spending at 
shopping malls. 

We, at WHY5Research 
believe that emotions 

are the driving force 
of behaviors. It 
becomes then essential 

to gain a deeper 
understanding of the 
shopper and their inner-
lying motivations. 

What are the 
different strategies 
shoppers adopt when 
visiting and spending 
at shopping malls? 

Based on our experience 
in retail research in the 

UAE, we defined 6 
different consumer personas with respect to their motivations to visit and buy in shopping 
malls. Let’s have a closer look at these personas/segments and their motivations towards 
visiting and spending at shopping malls. 

 

1. Fun seeker  

Fun seekers are on the lookout for a pleasurable experience. 
However, it is not an individualistic approach to fun, but 
rather one that includes a fun experience together with 
friends and family.  

The shopping mall for this persona should exude an overall 
image of fun, excitement and happiness. It should include 

activations that facilitate fun and connection between family 
members and friends. 

Being open individuals, they expect the mall to offer the newest products and brands that 
cater for both their individual needs, as well as their families.  
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2. Harmony seeker  

Harmony seekers look for a mall that feels like a ‘second 

home’; i.e. being part of a community, thus enabling 
connection and building relationships with others.  

The shopping mall for this persona should reflect an 
overall image of warmth, harmony and peace. The mall 
is expected to promote oneness between communities 

through its offerings, communication and marketing 
activations.   

As such, examples of activities enhancing connectivity are ones that include social offerings, 

the human touch in customer service and communication, as well as products and brands 
that enable openness to the world (brands from different corners of the world).  

3. Escapist shopper  

The escapist shoppers are in the quest for shopping 
destinations that allow them to elude from daily 
struggles, as a way to regulate their tensions.  

The shopping mall for these individuals are expected to 
portray an image of safety and comfort; a sense of 

déjà-vu and familiarity. And a safe place to spend quality 
time with family members and close friends.  

The mall should help this persona feel safe and comfortable; no surprises, just the ‘good 

old’ trustworthy offerings, products and services.  

4. Functional shopper  

The functional shoppers see going to shopping malls as a pure 
necessary evil. They do not let their emotions sweep them 

away into unnecessary shopping, but rather have well 
calculated and planned shopping patterns.  

A shopping mall needs to facilitate ‘functional’ 
shopping, through an efficient internal organization, well 

sectioned and transitioned shopping areas, good parking 
organization, quick and easy payment methods – as such 

offering practical solutions that allow for a smooth, quick and 
efficient shopping experience.  

Despite their general quest for simplicity and casualness, they like to have a broad range of 
services available, as this would increase shopping time efficiency.  
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5. Excited explorer 

This persona is on a continuous quest for new and 

exciting shopping experiences. Shopping for them 
gives them a boost of adrenaline, as they are on the 
hunt for thrilling experiences from new and 
unmatched products and services.  

A shopping mall that radiates an image of excitement, 
vibrancy and innovation is the ultimate fun destination 

for the Excited Explorers.  

The shopping mall is expected to always offer novelty and innovation in terms of range of 

products, services and brands, as well as communication and marketing activations that 
convey a young, dynamic and inquisitive explorative image.  

Also, use of the highest technology in terms of channels (incl. online shopping) is 
extremely important to this persona. 

6. Sophisticated shopper  

For this persona, distinction, uniqueness and style are 

main motivations for visiting shopping malls. 

Hence, they are on the quest for an overall elegant and 

sophisticated shopping mall, that offers then the 
highest quality designer brands, and exclusive 
services.  

Activations include special VIP events, that allow them to get 
special treatment, special access to meet celebrities, exclusive avant-première 
shows, to be part of a special elite loyalty group, etc.  

Also, use of the highest technology in terms of channels (incl. online shopping) is extremely 
important to this persona. 

Conclusion  

These are the main customer personas based on motivational fundaments, which are necessary 
to help understand and create value for your brands and henceforth build a meaningful 

relationship with your customers on every step of your customers’ shopping journey. 

Understanding deep-rooted psychological drivers become crucial in further boosting the success of 

your brand. Rather than trying to break through and pull people in, we should seek to 

understand how we can be invited in.  

Curious? Feel free to get in touch with the Authors:  
 
Ahmed Sulaye | Director WHY5Research MEA | Ahmed@WHY5Research.com 
Grace Sermanoukian | Director Qualitative Research |  Grace@WHY5Research.com 
Alexei Novoseltsev | Research Director EMEA | Alexei@WHY5Research.com 
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